Theology Values & Beliefs

Guiding/Evidential Frameworks

INFORMS us where we need to adjust

Our Approach Integrated Mission

INFORMS

Process Faith Based Facilitation

INFORMS
(through Kairos moments, leading of Spiritual Biblical reflection)

INFORMS

INFORMS

INFORMS

INFORMS

INFORMS

Tools

Enables effectiveness

Necessary of an effective process

In complex situations helps us to live out

Enables effectiveness

OUTCOMES
Theological Roots = Values and Beliefs

Integrated Mission = An Approach

A way of being, ministering, living, integrating our lives with the lives of others.

Grace and strengths based believing in the capacity of all to respond.

Faith-Based Facilitation = A Process

Care, Community, Change, Hope

Hospitality, Courageousness, Practicality = Assessment Measurement Evaluation Framework

Guiding Frameworks OR Evidential Frameworks

Community Walking, Home Visits, SALT, Community Mapping, Community Conversations, Bible Study, Community Events & Activities, Community Choir, Pathway of Hope = Tools Aiding Practice/Application

Integrated Mission Approach
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